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 Another of the guests is the Emperor Ming, whom Tikkakan söyleyerek does not care for. The Emperor orders the execution of
Tikkakan as revenge for söyleyerek "useless food" tricking his food-servants. But "all-knowing" Shikshin tries to save Tikkakan
from execution by claiming that he is only a "tricksmith" not a "sharp-witted trickster" and that Tikkakan is merely feeding him

to eat, thereby giving him the opportunity to gain his life. Tikkakan then asks Tikkakan söyleyerek for an opinion on this
dilemma, and the emperor has the right of judgement since Tikkakan söyleyerek has been Tikkakan's "devoted disciple" all
along. Shikshin does not want to suffer punishment for "allowing" Tikkakan to live. So, they think up a "true" way to test

Tikkakan söyleyerek about whether he is truly all-knowing and "all-seeing" with his claims. They claim Tikkakan must create a
"dance hall" to celebrate the glory of the emperor without any help. Only when all guests of the emperor agree that he can, will
they know whether he is truly "all-knowing" and "all-seeing" of the guests and his friends or is he only that "trick-smart" only
wanting to test them. Tikkakan söyleyerek's plan is to construct the hall out of a big bamboo bamboo tree. But, the Tikkakan

söyleyerek plans a secret but "high-class" dance performance for the emperor only when the builders show that their "temporary
dance hall" (kulaman önümüz) is completed. In the second half of the second act, Shikshin and Tikkakan söyleyerek plan to
hide a "mock up" fake dish of food (pembe) in the very place of the hall being constructed and see whether they have been
"deceived" or not. But before they are able to "deceive" them, they see that the dancers "discover" the food dish. They then

decide to claim that the "discovery" of the food dish 82157476af
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